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About This Game

The Director's Cut version combines the Shadowrun Chronicles: Boston Lockdown and the INFECTED! campaigns into one
game, so you don't need any other product to play.

Arriving in Boston to get away from some heat back home, you accidentally become witness to an event that will change your
and every Boston citizen's life forever: A crazed dragon emerges from an underground lab spreading a trail of iridescent

particles and attacks the NeoNet towers - with you inside - then crashes into Fenway Park, killing thousands. And this is only the
beginning! Entrapped in a city plagued by a deadly virus, assaulted by the minions of a megacorporation, attacked by the

infected and with a dragon on a rampage through the city, you will have to unearth the secret conspiracy that connects it all.

The following INFECTED! campaign puts you in a race against the clock, to save yourself from the nanite-induced disease that
struck Boston. Finding out that you have gotten infected yourself during one of your fights against the headcases, you struggle
desperately to find a cure for the Cognitive Fragmentation Disorder you are now suffering from, while the AI that has infected

you tries to assert control over your body and mind.
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Welcome to the dark side of the future, chummer. It’s going to be a hell of a ride.

Featuring:

Run and Gun! Gripping and deadly tactical turn-based combat in true Shadowrun style: Choose from a wide array of
skill groups, magic, technology and weapons to survive!

 Teamwork! Build up your team of runners or join with other players in live co-op to find the best combination of skill,
magic and technology for survival.

 You'll never run alone! Team up with friends for your next run or swap stories with other runners in the hangout. Take
other player's characters with you into a mission as henchmen

 Every move counts! Dive behind cover, find alternate routes with clever use of your skills, send your drones or spirits
into battle and use any weapon at your disposal to make it out alive.

Be who YOU want to be! Create your individual Shadowrunner in a completely level-free character system from over 60
different combat and non-combat skills, unique backgrounds and five metahuman races. Start a muscle-packed former
Troll bouncer and become an expert Rigger, sending your drones into combat, or complement your spell slinging mage
with the abilities of a skillful sniper. The choice is yours!

 Gear up! Employ a variety of armor, augmentations, cyberware, magic and of course tons of weapons! Lob a grenade at
your enemies, blast them with a mana ball or pass them unnoticed by hacking their security systems. Over 50 different
enemies from vicious gangers to combat drones and corporate wagemages await!

Features a cool Shadowrun music soundtrack with 10+ tracks from various composers as an extra bonus!
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Title: Shadowrun Chronicles: INFECTED Director's Cut
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Cliffhanger Productions
Publisher:
Cliffhanger Productions
Franchise:
Shadowrun
Release Date: 10 Dec, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/Windows 8.1 or newer

Processor: 2.0+ GHz or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024 MB NVidia or ATI graphics card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires internet connection to play

English,French,German
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shadowrun chronicles infected director's cut. shadowrun chronicles infected director's cut review

Good. Very good music. Good music + good game = Amazing. This game does oviously have a ton of bugs but thats is expected
because it is early access, but looking past that the game is fairly easy to understand and is a vey fun card game.. My computer
was strained trying to run these amazing graphics. However, from what little I could play, I recommend this game to those can
run it.. Some times i think "am I real ?", what is being a conscient being on the planet ?, are animals conscient or just automata
?, I feel that creativity is the answer to those question. Being creative is creating something utilizing elements from the world
around you and mixing everything with imaginary thoughts like a painting of a tree, yes you are reproducing an existing image
but you are adding to it using your own elements and desing, it has been proved that animals like birds,mamals,etc are capable
of such ability so are they concient ?
 This game is not going to answer this question but ♥♥♥♥ its fun and makes my brain happy

. Join the Royal Air Force in their fight against the Luftwaffe.

+ Cheap game
+ Decent story
+ Simple gameplay

- Graphics
- Short game
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Biggest complaint: the checkpoints aren't closer together. Soundtrack was tight. But I cannot progress past this one point. (And,
frankly, I've grown a little weary of the repetitiveness granted by my lack of progression.). Unlike problems with run it on
modern windows OS, it runs just fine on Ubuntu (under wine, of course).. Simple but elegant game design, extremely tight
controls, over the top level design. Should enter directly into anyone's top 10 or even top 5 platformer. Really nothing more to
say about it...

If you're REALLY not interested by time attack or speed runs you might find it a bit short but you would miss an entire new
way to rediscover the game once you've done it "normally".. I would rather play candy crush. -50\/10

What the hell. I don't understand why anyone is recommending this trash at all. It's boring as hell and repetitive. After every
task, there's just ten more menial things to do. The story is trash and so easily seen through. The main plot is trash, and the
characters personalities have no thought put into it. The whole gaming is such a chore and a waste of time. I recommend you
don't suffer through this.. whats the points of this stupid game, i dont see any excitement to it

thumbs down, Not Recommended
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